Read at Home Plan

Writing Skills – Spelling and
Punctuation
Spelling Strategies – if your child struggles to spell words, you can try these strategies:
Acknowledge that it’s a challenge but it gets easier with practice– Just
hearing you say that spelling can be tricky is reassuring. Encourage
your child to keep trying; spelling does get easier the more you work at
it. As an added bonus, the more words your child learns to spell, the
easier it will be to learn to spell new words.
Encourage a good (not random) guess – Ask your child to make a
good guess by slowly saying each sound in the word as they write it on
a whiteboard or scrap paper.
Help your child to remember that a single sound in the English
language can be spelled with one, two, three or four letters. In the
word go the /o/ sound is spelled with the letter o. In the word though ,
the /o/ sound is spelled ough. Remember, whenever you see a letter in
/ / marks, you say the SOUND rather than saying the letter name.
Putting the sounds in boxes can help your child see how each sound is
spelled.

It’s also helpful to remind your child that most sounds can be spelled
several ways. All of the words below have the /e/ sound, as in me.

see

baby

leaf

Pete

either

key

movie

In addition, some letters and letter combinations make multiple sounds. Listen carefully to the
sound the letter o makes in each of these words:

on

go

off

do

lesson

Helping your child listen carefully for each individual sound in the word is the critical first step.
Helping them remember how to spell each sound in that word is next.
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Use a reference tool – There are some general guidelines for spelling, although there will
always be exceptions to any “rule” in spelling. A guide to spelling all the different sounds in
the English language can be very helpful as your child is writing. Ask your child’s teacher for
one if spelling is a challenge for your child.

Memorizing Spelling Words – Many common words are used so often it’s helpful to
memorize how to spell them. The Copy, Cover, and Compare strategy is highly effective
for memorizing how to spell words.
COPY, COVER, and COMPARE
1. Copy spelling word from list onto your paper
2. Check for accuracy
a. Correct – go to step 3
b. Wrong – cross out and repeat steps 1 and 2
3. Cover newly-copied word with blank index card or your hand
4. Write the word again, spelling from memory
5. Uncover the copied word and check for accuracy
a. Correct – go to next word
b. Wrong – cross out and repeat steps 4 and 5
Capitalization and Punctuation – Part of spelling is knowing when to capitalize the first
letter of a word. Another skills to help your child with is how to add punctuation marks to
the end and in the middle of sentences. Your child’s teacher can provide short guides to
the rules for punctuation and capitalization. The best strategy is to help your child make
corrections on their own writing.
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